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Just two minutes walk from Farringdon
Station at the gateway to London’s  
design community lies our Clerkenwell 
showroom. 
 
Here you will meet Ayesha Attah and 
Lincoln Gibson. Ayesha is our talented 
Showroom Consultant who will guide 
you to your perfect floor. Lincoln is  
passionate about discussing any  
upcoming projects you have.

You will also find our stunning range of 
luxury vinyl and carpet tiles, including 
our industry-recognised Versailles  
single-format glue-down panel.

For more information, get in touch with 
our friendly London team today!

020 3633 5112
info@plusfloor.com

Fresh coffee and a warm welcome awaits you at Plusfloor London.
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Introducing...

Project Consultant - North

Kyra Ediss

Connect with Kyra  
on LinkedIn.

We’re giving you the chance to find  
out a little more about the Plusfloor  
colleagues you may encounter.  
This issue features Kyra, who joined  
us in the Autumn last year.

Why did you decide to join the Plusfloor 
team?
The company values. I got the  
impression they want their employees  
to succeed, which I loved.
 
What do you see as the next ‘big move’ 
in the flooring industry?
I feel that 2023 will be full of neutral, 
pastel, and warm tones. Having been 
involved in multiple sectors, it’s very  
apparent that design trends are  
becoming much more homely.
 
One random fact about yourself?
I planted hazelnut trees on a farm in 
Australia for three months.
 
What is your favourite Plusfloor  
product?
I love the Versailles panel in the  
Bordeaux colour - it oozes class.

What is the project you’re most proud of 
landing so far? 
Moda Living – Sackville Road Hove.  
This project was comprised of 572 
apartments with high-specification 
interiors. It was great to be involved on 
this one.
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According to a recent study, by 2026  
it is predicted that house prices in 
Manchester city-centre will rise by an 
average of 28.5% with the average rent 
rising by an average of 15.4% (JLL:2022). 
Despite this figure, however, there is still 
a huge thirst for city living, with young 
professionals, students and city dwellers 
wanting to be in the heart of the hustle 
and bustle, with their focuses set on  
careers, convenience and community. 

Pairing sky-rocketing mortgage rates 
with the shortfall in good housing stock 
has made renting a more attractive 
short-term alternative for many. With 
community in mind, apartments are 
often equipped with modern facilities, 
on-site recreational amenities and  
communal break-out areas. They also 
offer the latest and greatest in interior 
and architectural innovation from  
modern appliances to high-spec  
finishings, which is attractive to those 
wishing to reap the rewards of a new 
build without the hidden costs of  
mortgages, solicitors fees and deposits. 

With higher turnovers of tenants,  

investors, landlords and renters alike are 
opting for LVT flooring solutions for their 
apartments as both short and long-term 
choices. Cost-effective, practical and 
hard-wearing, LVT offers functionality, 
practicality and longevity. 

At Plusfloor, we offer a selection of  
formats, colours and finishes, suitable for 
every interior design. Glue-down LVT is 
often a desirable choice for apartment 
living as it offers unparalleled  
durability and can be adhered directly  
to the subfloor. 

Available in plank, chevron and  
herringbone, our brand-new, glue-down 
Vero collection is available in seven 
trend-led colours and is finished with  
our signature TrueGrain embossing,  
making it a versatile choice for  
apartment living.

With a Unilin click system, integrated 
underlay and drop lock header, our  
Elements floating planks are a valued 
alternative to glue-down solutions,  
offering quicker installation for 
time-sensitive projects.

Why Plusfloor LVT is the perfect 
choice for apartment living.

Lincoln Gibson
Projects Director

Lampwick Quay,
Manchester

Client:  Manchester Life
Sector: Multi-residential
Size: 15,000m2+
Product: Formation Plank.
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The entire Plusflooor team were proud to 
have been shortlisted as a finalist for the 
recent Mixology North 22 Awards with 
our new-to-market Versailles luxury 
vinyl glue-down panel. Recognising all 
that the industry has to offer, the  
prestigious Mixology North 22 Awards 
by Mix Interiors celebrates the absolute 
best projects, products, and people in 
commercial interior design.

We were delighted to be shortlisted as 
Mixolog finalists. Our Versailles is the first 
TrueGrain single-format LVT panel to 
market and offers the same luxury finish 
as wooden flooring, without the huge 
price tag. 

With its innovative design and features, 
Versailles is progressive - shifting the 
stigma that vinyl flooring has  
archaically carried.
- Joseph Whiley, Commercial Director.

Providers of luxury vinyl and carpet tiles, 
Plusfloor pave the way for innovation in 
their sector. They have a comprehensive 
range of flooring solutions in luxury vinyl 
- including chevron, herringbone, planks, 
tiles, and panels – as well as a  
competitive range of design-led carpet 

tiles, in a choice of fitting systems  
suitable for both commercial and  
residential interiors.

Newly launched, their Versailles luxury 
vinyl panel has their signature TrueGrain 
embossed finish. With an ultra-realistic 
look and feel, TrueGrain follows the  
patterns in the wood grain, allowing for  
a visually betterfinish, comparable to  
the natural textured grain of a real  
hardwood floor.

Historically, Versailles flooring dates to 
the 16th century, where it originated 
in the château de Versailles. The 
sought-after parquet flooring has stood 
the test of time and can be found in 
many modern and traditional homes, 
with its intricate, woven crosshatch 
design.

Versailles is iconic. It’s timeless,  
practical,and cost-effective. Our four 
colours have been hand-picked to cater 
to different tastes whilst paying homage  
to the history of the design. 

The collection marks a turning point for 
vinyl and I’m excited for what’s in store 
for it in the marketplace.

- Lincoln Gibson, Projects Director EMEA

Industry recognition for new Plusfloor range.
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On the move with Plusfloor.

Find out more: 
info@plusfloor.com

Road tour passing you soon. 
Watch this space...
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In the spotlight.
Haiken offer a wide selection of  
office furniture engineered for inspiring 
workplaces ranging from soft and task 
seating to workstations, dividers and 
screens.

A space for showcasing, inspiration 
and collaboration, the Haiken  
showroom, based in the heart of  
Clerkenwell has been newly redesigned 
featuring our Plusfloor Composition 
loose-lay, laid in a mixture of  
herringbone and plank formations.

Our Composition collection is perfect 
for showrooms and retail spaces with 
minimal downtime, due to its loose-lay, 
east-fit installation. 

Location: Clerkenwell, London
Client:  Haiken
Sector: Retail
Size: 285m2+
Product: Composition.
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Vinyl.
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Versailles.

For the utmost luxury and maximum 
style look no further than our gorgeous 
new Versailles panels.

Available in four beautiful colours, with 
our TrueGrain finish as standard, this 
striking new format in luxury glue-down 
vinyl flooring will be the feature of any 
space.

Dijon

Finalist! 
2022 Flooring 

 Product of the Year.
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Fixing Glue Down

Profile Butt joint

Format Panel

Finish TrueGrain

Edge Bevelled

Wear layer 0.55mm

Slip rating 36+PTV (Wet)

Pack size 4.46m2610 x 610 x 2.5mm

Dijon 
PLF7004

Marseilles 
PLF7002

Lyon 
PLF7000

Bordeaux 
PLF7006



Trust us, it’s vinyl.

Sorrento Plank



LONDON
66a Turnmill Street  
Farringdon, EC1M 5RR

Experience Vero  
at our showrooms.

SOUTH LAKES
Oakwood Way 

Carnforth, LA5 9FD

Our new range of luxury  
glue-down vinyl in plank,  
chevron and herringbone.

Seven colours.
Three styles.
Endless opportunities.
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Vero.

Our new Vero range offers the highest quality and absolute style. Available in seven  
gorgeous colours, with our TrueGrain finish as standard, this striking collection of  
formats in luxury glue-down vinyl flooring will redefine any interior.

Venice
PLF7104GH

Pompeii 
PLF7102GH

Florence 
PLF7100GH

Herringbone.
380 x 95 x 2.5mm

Pack size 0.87m2

Venice
PLF7104GC

Pompeii 
PLF7102GC

Florence 
PLF7100GC

Chevron.
538 x 135 x 2.5mm

Pack size 1.0m2

Venice
PLF7104G

Pompeii 
PLF7102G

Florence 
PLF7100G

Plank.
1230 x 190 x 2.5mm

Pack size 4.13m2

NEW 
COLOUR
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Fixing Glue Down

Profile Butt joint

Finish TrueGrain

Edge Bevelled

Wear layer 0.55mm

Slip rating 36PTV (Wet)Sorrento Herringbone

Tuscany 
PLF7110GH

Catania 
PLF7108GH

Portofino 
PLF7106GH

Tuscany 
PLF7110GC

Catania 
PLF7108GC

Portofino 
PLF7106GC

Tuscany 
PLF7110G

Catania 
PLF7108G

Portofino 
PLF7106G

Sorrento 
PLF7112GH

Sorrento 
PLF7112GC

Sorrento
PLF7112G

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Formation Plank.

The surface texture and quality of  
the TrueGrain finish on our Formation 
glue-down plank is exceptional.  
 
The planks are covered in a durable 
layer of clear PVC, giving a very  
realistic wood impression when the 
floor reflects light. Our Formation  
glue-down plank is hard-wearing  
and an ideal choice for any space.

Fixing Glue Down

Profile Butt joint

Format 1-strip plank

Finish TrueGrain

Edge Bevelled

Wear layer 0.55mm

Slip rating 36+PTV/R10*

Pack size 3.62m2

195 x 1320 x 2.5mm

Silvery Clay 
PLF4262G

French Loft 
PLF4254G

Pastel Blanc 
PLF4252G

Burnt Cocoa 
PLF4268G

Italian Lime 
PLF4280G

Pitted Magma 
PLF4278G

        Prairie Jute 
        PLF4274G

Glacial Heather 
PLF4272G

NEW  
COLOURS

NEW

*Glacial Heather, Prairie Jute, Pitted Magma and Italian Lime have a slip rating of R10.
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Blanched Carbon 
PLF4264G

Pure Oyster 
PLF4260G

Bronzed Urbane 
PLF4258G

Italian Lime



Italian Lime 
PLF4280GH

Pitted Magma 
PLF4278GH

Prairie Jute
PLF4274GH

Glacial Heather 
PLF4272GH

NEW
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Pastel Blanc 
PLF4252GH

Pure Oyster 
PLF4260GH

Silvery Clay 
PLF4262GH

French Loft 
PLF4254GH

Blanched Carbon 
PLF4264GH

Burnt Cocoa 
PLF4268GH

Formation Herringbone.

Our Formation Herringbone glue down 
collection provides a touch of  
sophistication to any space, large or 
small, with the elegance of the pattern 
drawing the eye. The options are  
endless; Herringbone, Dutch or Ladder  
pattern, the choice is yours.  Fixing Glue Down

Profile Butt joint

Format 1-strip plank

Finish TrueGrain

Edge Bevelled

Wear layer 0.55mm

Slip rating 36+PTV/R10*

Pack size 2.4m2

160 x 630 x 2.5mm

NEW  
COLOURS

*Glacial Heather, Prairie Jute, Pitted Magma and Italian Lime have a slip rating of R10.
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French Loft

Christian Dior,  
Harrods, London
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Elements.

Osmium Oak 
PLF51403

Magnese Oak 
PLF51304

Sodium Oak 
PLF51401

Argon  
Natural Oak 
PLF51404

Magnese Oak
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Our Elements click range is an  
ideal solution for environments such as 
kitchens, where a water-resistant, hard 
wearing surface is required. 

With a Unilin click system, a drop lock 
header and integrated underlay,  
installation time and cost is kept to a 
minimum.  

Nine carefully curated, design-led  
colours ensure a stunning finish for  
any interior.

Carbon Oak 
PLF54212

Silvery Oak 
PLF51525

Golden Oak 
PLF51406

Plank | 180 x 1220 x 5mm

Plank Tile

Fixing Floating Floating

Profile Click system Click system

Format 1-strip plank Tile

Finish Embossed Embossed

Edge Micro bevel Micro bevel

Wear layer 0.3mm 0.3mm

Slip rating R10 R10

Pack size 2.167m2 2.24m2

Tungston 
PLF53020

Platinum 
PLF54020

Tile 
305  x 610 x 5mm

DROP LOCK HEADER ENSURES 
A SPEEDY  

INSTALLATION
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Composition.

Our Composition loose-lay vinyls come in 
beautiful wood planks and stone designs.  
This is a fast-fit flooring solution with easy  
installation and minimal downtime.

Fixing Loose Lay

Profile Butt joint

Format 1-strip plank

Finish Embossed

Edge Square

Wear layer 0.5mm

Slip rating R10

Pack size 2.16m2

180 x 1220 x 5mm

Ecru

Ecru 
PLF4300

Urban 
PLF4304

Chateau 
PLF4305

Native 
PLF4303

Alabaster 
PLF4301



Sereno                                 
PLF4306

Pewter 
PLF4307

Fixing Loose Lay

Profile Butt joint

Format Tile

Finish Embossed

Edge Square

Wear layer 0.5mm

Slip rating R10

Pack size 2.52m2

600 x 600 x 5mm
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Gabbro 
PLF3020

Dacite 
PLF3010

Skarn 
PLF3015

Firwood 
PLF1004

Hinton 
PLF3045

Willow 
PLF3030

Maverick.

Developed to meet uncompromising 
standards in looks, performance and 
comfort. This hard surface flooring is 
the answer to all of your needs. 

Maverick is a floor that combines  
unparalleled design, real strength and 
high comfort. This product composition 
is extensively engineered and  
multi-layered, being developed and  
produced in Europe, guaranteeing a 
truly unique product.

Fixing Click system

Format 1-strip plank

Finish TrueGrain

Edge Bevelled

Wear layer 0.55mm

Slip rating 36+PTV

Pack size 1.99m2

180 x 1320 x 6mm

Hinton
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Ecru 
PLF4350

Chateau 
PLF4354

Native 
PLF4355

Alabaster 
PLF4351

Harmony.

Our Harmony glue-down range offers  
exceptional quality. A curated selection 
of warm colours offers a wider choice 
to match most interiors. 

Fixing Glue Down

Profile Butt Joint

Format 1-strip plank

Finish Embossed

Edge Square

Wear layer 0.5mm

Slip rating R10

Pack size 3.9m2

180 x 1220 x 2.5mm

Ecru
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Feature strips.

Add that wow factor to any space with 
our collection of striking feature strips.

With four luxurious colours to choose 
from, you can make your room stand  
out with a quality finishing touch.

Mid Oak 
PLFS104

Gold       
PLFS102

Silver      
PLFS100

Black      
PLFS103



Sustainable flooring  
for a sustainable future.
Introducing our  
Take-Back scheme.
We support circular economy and want 
to reduce our environmental impact 
wherever we can. 

We understand that carpet tiles in  
commercial environments can often 
have short downtime with tastes and  
interior trends constantly evolving, but 
our carpet tiles have a commercial  
warranty of 10 years and we want them 
to reach their end-of-life before they are 
recycled.

We can collect and uplift on-site, used 
carpet tiles and provide you with a Take 
Back certificate.
We manually sort through and re-grade 
all carpet tiles, ensuring that ‘second life 
is first choice’; all residual is then  
recycled. 

A large percentage of our carpet tiles 
are forwarded on to social housing  
tenants and other low-income  
households to provide low-cost comfort 
and insulation.

We guarantee that none of the carpet 
tiles we recycle are incinerated or sent to 
landfill. 



Carpet.
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Dusty Soil

Earthy Roots Forest FloorBranch Litchen

Seaside Litchen Burnt TrunkSoaked Bark

Loose Clay

Weathered Bark

Luonto.

Inspired by the Finnish outdoors,  
we love the texture and design our  
Luonto range portrays, that of natural  
expression bringing an atmosphere  
of purity and nature to your floor. 500 x 500 x 

7.3mm

Weathered Bark

Textured Loop 
Pile

100% Solution  
Dyed Nylon

810 gr/m2
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UD550

UD551 UD552 UD553 UD554

UD557UD555 UD558UD556

Urban Dimensions.

Urban Dimensions has a subtle  
linear pattern and structure giving you 
a modern design that coordinates with 
surrounding aesthetics.

Produced with 100% regenerated  
Econyl yarn which is 100% recycled 
This practical pattern coordinates  
alongside Sidewalk Retreat giving you 
choice of colour and design which work 
together.

500 x 500 x 
5mm

UD556

Tufted Loop Pile

100% Polyamide 
6 Solution Dyed 

Econyl

620 gr/m2

MADE USING 100% RECYCLED ECONYL NYLON 
YARNS
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LR700

LR702LR701

LR703

LR704 LR705

LR707

LR706

LR708

LR712

LR713

LR709

LR710LR714LR711

Linear Reflections.

Linear Reflections has an organic  
linear design in neutral coordinating  
colourways with a subtle texture.  
This collection colour coordinates 
alongside Cloud Space. 500 x 500 x 

5.6mm

Tufted Loop Pile

100% Solution  
Dyed Nylon

740 gr/m2
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Cloud Space.

CS453
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Our Cloud Space collection delivers an organic  
appearance with a subtle cloudy variation in 
colour and texture. 

We have carefully selected neutral colourways 
to match today’s trend of homely aesthetics in 
commercial spaces. This collection colour  
coordinates alongside Linear Reflections.

Tufted Loop Pile

100% Solution  
Dyed Nylon

740 gr/m2

500 x 500 x 
5.6mm

CS453

CS454 CS455

CS450

CS452

CS451

CS456

CS458CS457

CS459

CS464 CS460CS461

CS462

CS463
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Sidewalk Retreat.

Our refreshed Sidewalk Retreat range 
offers an element of calm in the hustle 
and bustle of city life.

Bring simplicity and integrity to your 
floor with on-trend and functional  
colourways.

500 x 500 x 
5mm

Broadway Shade 
PLF302

City Lake 
PLF304

Sepia Terrace 
PLF306

Urban Park 
PLF308

Tufted Loop Pile

100% Solution  
Dyed Nylon

525 gr/m2

NEW  
COLOURS

Cloudy 
Boulevard 
PLF300

NEXT 
DAY  

DELIVERY
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Lightening Grey 
PLF600

Blizzard Blue 
PLF602

Storm Pathway.

Inspired by dramatic British weather, 
Storm Pathway is a concise selection  
of functional colourways brought  
together to give you a design that  
compliments surrounding aesthetics 
in open spaces. 

500 x 500 x 
5.2mm

Low level loop

100% Solution  
Dyed Nylon

500 gr/m2

Gale Grey

Gale Grey 
PLF601

NEXT 
DAY  

DELIVERY
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Sandstone 
PLF204

Storm Blue 
PLF205

Shadow Grey 
PLF200

Night Grey 
PLF202

Sea Blue 
PLF207

Leaf Green 
PLF209

Earth Brown 
PLF206

Summer Red 
PLF208

New Viileä is a competitive heavy wear 
tile, with carefully selected colour tones 
that are ideal for a minimalistic space, 
creating a playful atmosphere and  
design scheme. 500 x 500 x 

5.4mm

Low level loop

100% Solution  
Dyed Nylon

500 gr/m2

Pebble Grey 
PLF201

NEXT 
DAY  

DELIVERY

Cloud Grey 
PLF203

NEXT 
DAY  

DELIVERY

New Viileä. IMPROVED 
COLOURS
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Ashen Grey 
PLF100

Pearl Grey 
PLF102

Sky Blue 
PLF104

Navy Blue 
PLF103

Rekka.

Rekka is the perfect choice when looking 
for an attractive and competitive  
contract carpet tile.

500 x 500 x 
4.5mm

Slate Grey

Low level loop

100%  
Polypropylene

390 gr/m2

IMPROVED 
COLOURS

Slate Grey 
PLF101

NEXT 
DAY  

DELIVERY



Accessories.
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Jointing Tape 150034      
96mm / 45m length 
Aluminium foil tape for taping joints. 

Sound Barrier Underlay
PLF0006-15 | 15m2   | 0.9m x 1mm             

• Specifically designed to reduce walking noise 
by up to 31% 

• High Density 
• Build in Moisture Protection

FOR
CLICK

Preparation.

Contract Foam Underlay
PLF0010-50 | 50m2   | 1m x 1.5mm           

• Quick and easy to lay
• Cost effective optionFOR

CLICK

FOR
GLUE 

DOWN

Adhesive Backed Underlay
PLF0012-65 | 6.5m2  Roll             

• Specifically developed for Glue down LVT 
floors

• No Adhesive required 
• Sound Proofing Technology 
• Designed for Underfloor heating efficiency
• 100% Recyclable
• Ecologically Friendly

Plusfloor High Density Underlay • High Density 
• Antislip Surface for locking system protection
• Designed for Underfloor heating efficiency 
• 100% Recyclable 
• Ecologically FriendlyPLF0012 | 50m2   | 1m x 1.2mm   

PLF0011 | 15m2   | 1m x 1.2mm      

FOR
CLICK

Don’t forget...
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Notch Trowel
390/25/A2 
Available in 1.5mm

Two Part Smoothing 
Compound
PLF527 | 20kg / 5 Litre 

Prime Plus
PLF526 | 5 Litre 

Plusfloor Tackifier
PLF568 | 5 Litre 
PLF569 | 15 Litre 

Installation.

Plusfloor Fibre-based 
Adhesive
PLF800HT | 12kg/40m2 

Plusfloor Acrylic-based 
Adhesive
PLF801HT | 15kg/55m2  

FOR
ALL LVT

Don’t forget...

FOR
ALL LVT
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Spray mop kit
950112 
Kit includes mop, mop head 
and cleaner cartridge

All Purpose Cleaner
500ml Spray  
5L Refill  

Aftercare.

Zero chemicals, heroic results. 
An organic, naturally derived cleaning agent with impressive 
cleaning credentials. 

Using clever science, without using any harmful chemicals, our 
all-purpose floor cleaner has been developed in collaboration 
with Clean Zero so that it can absorb dirt and contamination,  
killing 99% of bacteria and viruses with just two sprays. It’s  
sustainable and environmentally friendly contents mean that it 
is harmless to adults, children, pets and our planet. 

The result is a safe, clean space with a clean conscience.



Our recent partners.

When choosing Plusfloor as your flooring provider, you’re 
in good company. Leading brands from multpile sectors 
across the globe trust us to deliver high quality flooring 
solutions at competitive prices.



For full Terms and  
Conditions, scan here.

Part of Havwoods International Group. All information in this book is correct at time of print. Plusfloor retains the right to change 
any information, such as prices, without notice.

Description and material specification.

Any samples, drawings, images, descriptive matter, or 
advertising produced by us and any descriptions or 
illustrations contained in our catalogues, websites or 
brochures are produced for the sole purpose of giving an 
approximate idea of the products described in them. 

They shall not form part of the contract or have any 
contractual force. the images of the products are for 
illustrative purposes only. Although we have made 
every effort to display the colours accurately, we cannot 
guarantee that your computer’s display or the quality of 
the print will accurately reflect the colour of the products. 

Your products may vary slightly from those images.

Logistics.

Delivery options.

Silver Fors 
(per pallet)

Next day

Certain day

Next day  
AM or PM

2-hour 
timed slot

Saturday



SOUTH LAKES 
Oakwood Way, 

Carnforth Business Park,
Carnforth, LA5 9FD

LONDON
66a Turnmill Street, 
Clerkenwell, London,

EC1M 5RR


